
 

Axiom Traders Introducing Broker Agreement 

 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Name of IB: 
 

Account Number: 
 

IB Type:     IB’s Origin 
 

Date of Signing:          /         /                Account Type: 
 
Given By:     Designation: 
 

Trading foreign exchange on margin carries a high level of risk and may not be suitable for all investors. Always invest the money 
you can afford to lose. The high degree of leverage can work against you as well as for benefiting you. Before deciding to trade 
foreign exchange you should carefully consider your investment objectives, level of experience and risk appetite. The possibility 
exists that you could sustain a loss of some or all of your initial investment and therefore you should not invest money that you 
cannot afford to lose. You should be aware of all the risks associated with foreign exchange trading, and seek advice from an 
independent financial advisor if you have any doubts.  

Always use the "STOP LOSS ORDERS" to minimize your risk.... Always-Always-Always 
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 INTRODUCING BROKER AGREEMENT 
 
This agreement is duly signed on the date as of _____/_____/______between AXIOM TRADERS 
with its office at Titoff Place, 24.5 Old Northern Highways, Boston Village, Belize District, Belize, 
Central America. 
 
And (Introducing Broker) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BANK ACCOUNT DETAILS 

 

 

 

 

The Company and the Introducing Broker shall hereinafter be referred to as the “Parties” to this 
Agreement and each of them as the “Party” respectively. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
A. AXIOM TRADERS is an Online Trading Service provider and authorized to carry on the 
business of dealing Forex, CFDs and online stocks generally as per the regulations of its offshore 
jurisdiction on behalf its clients and itself on any global exchange with connection with online 
trading. 
 
 
 
 
 

Name of IB: 

 Address 1: 

 Address 2: 

 

Resident of: 

 

Telephone:     Fax: 

 Email:      Mobile: 

 

Bank:       Title of Account: 

 Address:     Branch: 

 Account No:     SWIFT CODE: 

 IBAN No: 
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  B. (IB) is a AXIOM TRADERS Introducing Broker in (        please the choice of yours) 
 
SPOT TRADING     FUTURES TRADING 
CFDs       OPTION TRADING 
ONLINE STOCKS      HFT / ALGO TRADING 

 
C. (IB) and AXIOM TRADERS desire to enter into this Agreement pursuant to which (IB) will 
introduce Clients to his office location/city/country at the address and details of the premises 
given in the Appendix 1 (as defined) to AXIOM TRADERS, on a fully disclosed basis, (i) execute 
and clear orders (as defined) Now therefore, in consideration of the premises and the mutual 
covenants and agreements hereinafter set forth, the parties agree as follows:. 
 
 

2. Terms of the Agreement 
2.1 Interpretation 
 
“Business Day” means any day that Banks are open; 
 
“Client(s)” means any third party client which has been introduced to the 

Company by the Introducing Broker and whom the Company has 
approved with its compliance and KYC procedures; 

 
“Commencement Date” means the date of this Agreement;   
 
“KYC” means the know your client policy that the Company has adopted 

and applies for each respective client according to the Law and 
the rules and regulations as per the Company’s policy; 

 
“Law”  means the relevant laws and regulations of the Belize; 
 
“Services” means the investment services and any other financial products 

to be provided by the Company to each respective Client, as per 
the Company’s license. 

 
2.2 ‘Introducing Broker’ (used also as ‘IB’ or ‘Introducer’) represents the Client who opened 

a partner account with the Company. Any reference to the Company shall include any of 
the trade names and/or brand names and/or any other means by which the Company 
will operate. 
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2.3 ‘IB Account’ or ‘Partner account’ represents a special real account belonging to an IB, 
where the IB commission will be credited.  

2.4 ‘IB commission’ represents a fixed amount payable by the Company to the Introducer 
for its clients’ trades, based on the specifications from the Appendix 1.  

2.5 ‘Referral link’ denotes a special link given to the Introducer, containing a unique ID, 
which directs Introducer’s clients to the Company’s website.   

2.6 ‘ID’ represents Introducer’s unique identification number, given when Introducer’s 
account is opened. 

2.7 ‘Customer’ or ‘Client’ represents the client introduced by the IB to the Company. 
2.8 Words, other than numbers, in the singular shall include the plural and vice versa. 
2.9 References to persons shall include legal entities and individuals. 
2.10 The clause headings in this Agreement are for ease of reference only and shall not affect 

the interpretation of this Agreement. 
 
3. Purpose of the Agreement 
a)  The present Agreement is created with the purpose of setting up the relation between 

the Company and the Introducer, who will introduce clients to the Company, for the 
provision of the Services. 

b)  The Introducer cannot make any recommendation, give advice, accept commitments or 
guarantees or accept responsibilities on any matter for the company or on behalf of the 
company. 

c)  The Introducer hereby undertakes that it will not act as the tied agent of the Company 
and/or proceed with any actions that might constitute this as a tied agency agreement. 

4. Agreement validity 
a)  The Agreement becomes effective from the Commencement Date and provided that the 

IB signs and registers in the Company’s website, as this will be indicated by the 
Company.  

b)  The Introducer’s account is opened after the company receives the Agreement signed 
by the Introducer.  

c) The validity of this Agreement is for 1 (one) year. Upon expiration the Parties have the 
right to re-negotiate the terms and conditions of this Agreement. 

d). In case all the conditions of this Agreement are fulfilled, the Agreement may be 
prolonged to an unidentified period, as per the Parties’ agreement.  

e)  This Agreement does not imply any employment. 
f) The Company reserves its right, in its absolute discretion, to refuse to provide or 

continue to provide the Services to any Client, who has been introduced by the 
Introducer, pursuant to this Agreement. 
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5. Registration of Introducing Broker account 
a)  In order to register as an Introducing Broker (IB), it is necessary to register with the 

Company and/or any of the Company’s trade names as these may be designated by the 
Company from time to time and provide all the necessary information and 
documentation as these may be requested by the Company and choose to participate in 
the Introducing Broker Program. 

b)  Prior to the signing of the present Agreement, the Client has the obligation to submit all 
required documentation as part of the “Know Your Client” (“KYC”) procedure of the 
Company, following all requirements of the Company for the provision of the Services.  
The Introducer has to submit to the Company: 
1.      A proof of identity: a scanned colored copy of passport, national identity card or 

driving license. All personal details including serial number, picture, signature, 
issue and expiry dates must be clearly visible. 

2.      A proof of residence (not older than 3 months), which can be a stamped bank 
statement, utility bill (electricity, gas, water, landline telephone), credit card 
statement, official residency certificate or rental agreement. It is important to 
take into account that electronic (on line) bills or statements are not acceptable.  

 
The company reserves the right at any time to request any additional documentation in order 
to confirm IB’s personal details.  
c)  Once the documents are verified, the Client gets the approval to participate in the IB 

Program. 
d)  The Company personalizes the present agreement and sends it to the Client in order to 

have his acknowledgement and signature. 
e)  The Client reads, accepts and signs the present IB Agreement. 
f)  The Company approves the opening of an IB account and creates the unique referral 

link. 
 
6. Introducing Broker obligations and rights  
6.1. Introducing Broker obligations  
a) Once this Agreement is signed, the Introducing Broker undertakes to provide all and any 

necessary information to the Client for the assistance and information that might be 
reasonably required to enable the Company to perform the Services and to fulfill its 
obligations to Clients. 

b) The Introducer shall ensure that all instructions or information be passed to the 
Company, Clients or third parties in relation to transactions or the Services shall be 
complete and accurate and passed on promptly. 
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c) The Introducer undertakes to comply with all the relevant Law, rules and regulations as 
set out by the relevant authorities of Belize and other relevant regulatory authorities, so 
as to fulfill its obligations towards clients. 

d) The Introducer shall inform the Company promptly on becoming aware of any clients 
complaints and/or change of business activities. 

e) The Introducer shall immediately notify the Client of any changes of the terms and 
conditions that are provided to the Clients as per the Company’s advice. 

f) The Introducer has the duty to immediately inform the Company of any changes in his 
contact information. 

6.2. Introducing Broker rights  
a)  The Introducing Broker has the right to receive his commission, as per the Appendix 2, 

based on his clients’ trades. 
b)  The Introducing Broker has the right to perform trading in a real account, other than the 

Introducer account. 
 
7. Introducing Broker restrictions 
a) It is strictly prohibited that the Introducing Broker uses fraudulent advertising methods 

to promote the company. The IB undertakes not to advertise on religious websites, 
amoral websites, spams or any other websites which, by their content and aim, might 
harm the image of the Company or might contradict any laws and/or regulations.  

b) The introducer must not advertise the Company to any resident of Belize and confirms 
that he is aware of the fact that Company’s policy is not to offer its services to any 
potential clients from the Belize.  

c) The Introducer undertakes not to advertise the Company to any resident of a country 
that is not acceptable by the Company according to the Company’s internal policies as 
these might be amended from time to time. 

d)   The Introducer Broker may not accept funds from any of his Clients, in connection with 
any Transaction.  

e)   He cannot request or accept orders for Transactions from any of his Clients, nor can he 
request log in details to the Client’s Millennium Terminal, Vertex FX and MT4 account or 
Personal Area.  

f)  The introducer cannot register real or demo accounts or register in Personal Area on 
behalf of the Client, save, store or disclose Client’s access data or any Client’s personal 
information. Such details are sent by the company to the client himself on the email 
address he used while registering on Company’s website for an account. As long as the 
Client Agreement is valid, all actions performed under the Agreement as well as the usage 
of Client’s personal details for Millennium Terminal, Vertex FX and MT4 and Personal Area 
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will be considered to be performed by the Client himself. The company cannot be 
responsible in case of unauthorized use of such mentioned details by any third party.  

g) The Introducer is not allowed to provide any advice to the Client regarding trading 
strategies or in any other way influence the clients’ decisions. The Company bears no 
responsibility for the consequences of such advices that might be given by the IB. 

h) The Introducer agrees to indemnify and hold harmless the Company and any of its agents, 
affiliates, officers and employees from any claim, demand or damage including 
reasonable legal fees, asserted by any third party due to or arising out of the IB’s use of 
the Services. 

i)  The Introducer shall at all times indemnify the Company and keep the Company 
indemnified against all liabilities, obligations, costs, claims, expenses and demands that 
the Company may incur or suffer as a direct or indirect result of the following: 
1. Any breach of this Agreement by the Introducer; 
2. Any act or omission of the Introducer in relation to or in connection with any Services 
or this Agreement. 
 

8. Company’s rights and obligations 
8.1. Company’s rights 

a)  The Company has the right to perform and control over the IB’s activities under the 
provisions of the Agreement. 

b)  The Company has the right to request a detailed report from the IB on his fulfillment of 
the provisions of the Agreement. 

c)  The company reserves its right to exclude any client(s) from the IB’s referrals list. 
d)  Any change in regards to the modification of the commission and/or payment options is 

subject to the written approval by both Parties. 
e)  The Company has the right to inform the clients, registered under an Introducer, that 

the Introducer receives commission for their trades. 
f)  The Company has the right to terminate this Agreement and close the account the IB’s 

account in case of IB’s failure to meet its provisions. 
g) If the Introducer uses fraudulent customer acquisition methods, the Company has the 

right to terminate this Agreement and cancel (partially or completely) the IB 
commission. All the IB’s clients in this case will be direct clients of the Company. 

 
8.2. Company’s obligations 
a)  The company has the obligation to provide the Introducing Broker with assistance in 

performing provisions of the present Agreement. 
b) The company will accept to open accounts for the customers introduced by the IB, after 

collecting all their documents, in accordance with the ongoing anti-money laundering 
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procedures and according to the policy it has adopted as per the Law and the relevant 
rules and regulations: 
1.      A proof of identity: a scanned colored copy of passport, national identity card or 

driving license. All personal details including serial number, picture, signature, 
issue and expiry dates must be clearly visible. 

2.      A proof of residence (not older than 3 months), which can be a stamped bank 
statement, utility bill (electricity, gas, water, landline telephone), credit card 
statement, official residency certificate or rental agreement. No electronic (on 
line) bills or statements will be accepted.   

c)  The Company is obliged to provide the clients with Millennium Terminal,  Vertex Fx or 
MT4 platform access as well as with log in details, in order to perform their trading 
activities. 

d)   The Company is obliged to pay out the compensation to an Introducing Broker as set in 
the Appendix 2. 

e)  The Company has the duty to inform the Introducer in case of any modification of 
Introducer’s Commissions. 

f)  In case of an Introducing Broker’s breach of the conditions of this Agreement, the 
Company reserves the right to block Introducer’s account and his real trading account(s) 
until all the losses are covered.  

 
9. Disclosure to clients 
9.1 The IB has to inform his clients about his business relation with the Company and he 

also has to give them information with regards to the risk involved when trading Forex, 
Commodities, Binary, Crypto currencies and CFDs, which the client himself confirms to 
be aware of when registering on Company’s website for a real account. 

9.2 The IB will ensure that all instructions or information to be passed to the Company, 
Clients or third parties, if applicable, in relation to transactions or the Services shall be 
complete and accurate and be provided on promptly as per the policies and regulations 
set out by the Company. 

10. Discretion and notice 
The company may accept or decline any introduced Client's application to open a live trading 
account. The IB will be notified by the Company, whether the application was approved or 
declined, within 5 business days after receiving the application. 
 
11. Rights of Intellectual Property 
a)  The Introducer confirms and agrees that all the rights of the name, trade names and/or 

brand names, logos, symbols, trademarks belong to the Company. 
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b)  The Introducer confirms and agrees that he is not entitled to use any Company symbols 
without prior written consent from the Company.  

c)  The Introducer confirms and agrees that he cannot be entitled to provide or allow 
electronic hyperlink from its services or websites which he controls, to any Internet 
service or page of the Company website, without prior authorization from the Company. 

 
12. Promotional Material 
a) All promotional material (written texts, training materials, advertisements, newsletters, 

market analysis or verbal communication with the public that relates in any way to the 
solicitation of Clients and/or a transaction in an existing Client Account) have to be 
reviewed and approved by the Company prior to publication or distribution to 
prospective or existing Clients. 

b)  In case that the Company terminates an advertising campaign, the Introducer has the 
duty to also terminate it immediately. 

 
13. Confidentiality 
The Company takes care of preventing access by any unauthorized persons to information 
regarding the Introducer and his clients, the business and any information provided by the 
Introducer with respect to any of his Clients. At the same time, the Company may comply with 
request for information or documents by any government authority, regulatory agency or any 
court order or other legal process which the Company believes to be valid and effective. 
 
14. Compensation 
a) In accordance with the Appendix 1 (at the end of the present agreement), the Company 

will compensate Introducer’s effort of advertising company’s services and introducing 
clients with a specific commission.  

b)  The Introducing Broker’s commission is given for each full transaction (an order which 
was opened and then closed on the Millennium Terminal, Vertex FX and MT4 platform) 
made by a specific client, who was introduced to the Company by the Introducing 
Broker. 

c)  The Introducing Broker’s Commission is not paid for an incomplete transaction (the 
client opened, but not closed trades), executed by a referred client. 

d) The Introducing Broker’s Commission is not given for cancelled transactions executed by 
a referred client. 

e)  The commission is available for withdrawal from the IB account at any time, 
immediately after being credited to the account. 

f)  The commission payable to the IB is gross amount and the Introducer undertakes to pay 
any fees or taxes payable to any local authorities accordingly. 
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g) According to the terms and conditions of this Agreement, the Broker may provide 
specific instructions to the Company for the payment of the relevant Compensation in a 
specific bank account as this will be indicated in writing by the Broker.   

 
15. Termination of Agreement 
a)  The present Agreement can be terminated at any time, by each one of the two parties, 

by giving a written notice of fifteen (15) calendar days to the other party. If the 
Company is the party deciding to terminate the Agreement, the notice will be sent to 
the Introducer by email or by registered mail, to the address the Introducer will 
request.  

b)  The Company can terminate the Agreement with the Introducer at any time, by giving a 
written notice of five (5) calendar days, in case the Introducer committed a serious fault 
or he was neglecting his duties as per the present agreement. In such case, the 
Company may withhold due payments to the Introducer, until an investigation is 
conducted. If the investigation confirms that the Introducer has committed a serious 
fault or he was neglecting his duties as per the present agreement, the Company will 
not pay commission to the Introducer and will be reimbursed for any damage appeared 
as a result of his behavior upon the Company business. 

c)  The Company can terminate the Agreement with the Introducer at any time, with 
immediate effect, after giving a written notice, if the Introducer or any of his referred 
clients appears on any list of suspected terrorists or terrorist organizations and if any 
representation or warranty of Introducer ceases to be true. If the investigation confirms 
that the Introducer is in violation of the above, the Company will not pay commissions 
to Introducer and will be reimbursed for any damages that have arisen as a result of 
any violations of the above. If Introducer is confirmed to appear on any list of known or 
suspected terrorists or terrorist organizations, the Company may terminate this 
Agreement with immediate effect. 

d)  The Company may terminate this Agreement with immediate effect by giving a prior 
notice in writing, if the Company has reason to believe that the Introducer or any of his 
referred Clients abused or attempted to abuse the terms and conditions of this 
Agreement or of any other agreements to which Client or Introducer represents a 
party. 

 
16. Notices  

Introducer will notify the Company of any change in his personal details, in accordance 
with this Agreement. 

17. Law and jurisdiction  
a)  This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with Belize law.  
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b)  The Parties agree that the courts of Belize shall have the power to determine any suit, 
action or other proceedings relating to this Agreement and irrevocably submit to the 
jurisdiction of such courts (provided that this shall not prevent the Company from 
bringing an action in the courts of any other jurisdiction). 

c)  If Introducer is situated outside Belize, process by which any Proceedings in Belize 
are begun may be served on Introducer by being delivered to the address 
nominated by Introducer herein. 
This does not affect the Company’s right to serve process in any other manner 
permitted by law. 

18. English as main language 
This Agreement is set up in English language, but it can be translated into any other 
languages. In the event of any inconsistency or ambiguity with regards to the 
meaning of any word or phrase in any such translation, the English text shall 
prevail.  

 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF this Agreement has been drafted and having been read over and 
approved as correct is being signed by us Parties as hereunder on the day and year referred to 
in the terms hereof and in the presence of the hereunder witnesses. 
 
 
 
 

Signed by the IB     Authorized Signature AXIOM TRADERS  
 
 
    
 

Name of IB     Name of Authority AXIOM TRADERS 
 
 
 

Dated:      Dated: 
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Appendix 1 – Compensation 
 
a)  The Company will compensate Introducer’s effort of advertising company’s services and 

introducing clients with a commission in accordance to 20% of the commission 
deducted on RT basis, as this is defined below, generated by the clients he or she 
introduces to the Company. 

  
b) The income is calculated as follows: 
 

i. According to the trades settled as this will be set up from closed client trades up 
to the closing time of the last Friday of every calendar month. 

ii. Any Payment Service Provider charges for the Introducers Clients deposits will be 
deducted for Income calculation. 

 
c)  The IB shall be paid on a monthly basis, on the following working day of the last Friday 

of every calendar month, according to the calculations of the trades as these have been 
calculated accordingly to the terms and conditions of this Agreement.  

 
d) The Introducer shall receive the remuneration for each client who registers on 

Company’s website for a Real account, fulfills his KYC requirements, opens his account 
on the Platform provided by the Company by making his first deposit of not less than 
one hundred United States Dollars (USD 100). Once all the mentioned conditions are 
met, the Company will pay the Introducer the due commission as per this Appendix 1, 
on an ongoing basis, while the present Agreement is in effect. 
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e)  The commission determined in accordance with the Appendix 1 shall be payable to the 
Introducer monthly according to the closed trades and the income generated and as per 
the specific requirements of Appendix 1. 

  
f)  The Company has the right to amend, change, replace or even cancel the method by 

which the Introducer’s commission is determined, by offering him a five (5) business 
days prior notice in writing. 

 
g) Payment of the Compensation shall be made in the following Bank Account as this is 

indicated by the Broker: 
 

Bank Name: ______________________________________________ 
Bank Account: ______________________________________________ 
Swift:  ______________________________________________ 
IBAN Number: ______________________________________________ 
Beneficiary: ______________________________________________ 

 
 


